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Distributed Computational Simulation System (DCSS)





Problem Solving Environment (PSE)
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(a) Standalone Application (b) Client-Server Application (c) Three-tier Application
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Distributed Computational Simulation System (DCSS)
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Request Processing and Response Generation
Enterprise Computational Services (ECS)
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Distributed Simulation Framework for Seismic Performance for Urban Regions (SPUR) 
start: 
end: 
10 20 30 
selected timestep range: 
Timesteps 
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j roundmotion Data 
Grid Size: 239 by 239 
I # Time steps: 80 
ID Show Grid 
(each cell represents 11 by 11 grid points) 
Selected Region 
Min: [130 11 108 
Max: [m 1[ 204 
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